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with honors, having written his dissertation on the archaeology of the thughur, or Byzantine 
frontier, in the early Islamic period. His research into the landscape from the Syrian plains into the 
heights of the Anatolian plateau was based on his own surveys and excavations as well as those of 
many predecessors. His analytic separation of aspects of this complex problem stands as a major 
contribution, remarkably expressed without the usual jargon. He is now happily away continuing 
his excavations and then on to a post-doctoral position at Koç University in Istanbul.

The spring began with Whitcomb’s participation in the Oriental Institute Seminar, organized 
this year by Jeffrey Szuchman. The subject of the seminar was Nomads, Tribes, and the State in 
the Ancient Near East; Whitcomb hopes to have shown that expansion of “ancient” into “Islamic” 
is a worthwhile venture. On the one hand, an ever-increasing number of excavations are revealing 
the settlement of nomads though analyses of archaeological remains of villages. On the other 
hand, the organization of the earliest Islamic state presents a case for archaeological investigation 
in the dearth of textual evidence. Following the lead of Fred Donner, Whitcomb suggests the 
extensive settlement of Arab nomads led to a “tribal state” under Mu’awiya; this historic example 
may be useful to analyze these concepts in much earlier periods. Finally, this relationship of 
“ancient and Islamic” was revisited at the 6th International Congress for the Archaeology of the 
Ancient Near East (ICAANE), held in Rome. Whitcomb was invited to present a plenary speech 
on the Islamic sessions at this congress; Cristina Tonghini, Alan Walmsley, and Whitcomb had 
assembled some thirty-six papers and a major part of this congress. Whitcomb used this forum 
to advocate the inclusion of Islamic archaeology of the Middle East in this congress and he is 
delighted to report that the steering committee has agreed to the participation of this new field in 
London in 2010.
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Karen l. Wilson

In March, Karen L. Wilson submitted the completed manuscript of her final publication of 
the University of Chicago’s 1903–1905 excavations at Bismaya (ancient Adab) to the Oriental 
Institute Publications Office. During the spring and summer, she continued to work with Anna R. 
Ressman, Oriental Institute Photographer, to obtain final images for the Mesopotamian Gallery 
Guide, the text for which also has been completed.

Having finished her work on Bismaya, Karen moved on to another project — collaborating 
with a group of scholars to prepare the final publication of Oriental Institute excavations in 
the late 1950s and early 1960s at the sites of Nippur and Abu Salabikh in Iraq. Karen will be 
responsible for preparing the manuscript dealing with the two short seasons at Abu Salabikh and 
for the ceramics and pre-Early Dynastic period small finds from Nippur. She would like to thank 
NELC graduate student Alexandra Witsell for her able assistance on this project. 

In addition, Karen continued to serve as Kish Project Coordinator at the Field Museum, 
preparing a catalog of finds from the Joint Field Museum and Oxford University Expedition to 
Kish in 1923–1933. And thanks to a grant from the Department of Defense, Karen will continue 
as a staff member at the Field for the next year to coordinate the production of a final site report 
for Kish.
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